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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us first establish some notation needed to formulate our problem and 
state our results. Some of the results will then be briefly compared to certain 
other known results of our interest. Thus, let H be a separable Hilbert space 
(with inner product (., .) and norm ) . lH) over the complexes ??. Let Z(H) 
denote the set of bounded linear operators on H. Let B denote the set of 
real numbers; let T, Tl E B?‘, T < Tl . For each t E [T, T,], let V(t) be a 
Hilbert space with inner product and norm denoted by ((., .))t and // . /It , 
respectively, and we assume that each V(t) is a dense subspace of H with 
continuous inclusion injection from V(t) into H. We now refer to [2] (cf. 
[3, 41 also) for a proof of the existence of the Carroll standard operators 
S(t): H + H, which is unbounded, one-to-one, onto, positive, linear, and 
self-adjoint. The domain of S(t) is V(t), and the action of S(t) is described by 
(SW x, S(t) Y) = ((4 y>)t VT y E W). w e will always make assumptions 
that will ensure that 
{WY I t E iIT> TJ> (1.1) 
is a measurable and uniformly bounded (in operator norm) family of operators 
in H, with 
II SW II < h, Vt E CT, TJ (1.2) 
for some constant b, > 0. We will call a family 
(1.3) 
(where H is separable) measurable, weakly Co, or weakly Cn (n being a 
positive integer) in accordance with the definitions given in [2, 5, 6, 12, 131. 
We now introduce the notation, %’ = L2([T, T,]; H), the usual space of 
equivalence classes of H-valued, square-integrable functions on [T, TJ. ~2’ is 
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known to be a Hilbert space under the inner product (., .)* and norm 
j . I# [ll], where 
If the family (1.1) is measurable and uniformly bounded, then the space 
Y-- = s-l(sq = {is(.)-If(-) IfEJf} (1.4) 
is known [2, 5, 6, 12, 131 to be a Hilbert space under the inner product 
((., .))v defined by 
ZZ= s:’ ((4th W))t dt = ,:’ P(t) 40, s(t) 44) dt, 
the corresponding norm being denoted by I[ * jlu; furthermore, 
Y-CL%?. (1.6) 
We will also work with the Hilbert space 
iem = P( [T, co); H) 
which has inner product (., .)m, , given by 
(f~d2vm = s =, (f (9, g(9) dt. 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
We will also introduce, for each t E [T, T,], a continuous sesquilinear form 
Lz(t; ., -): V(t) x v(t) -+ q, 
which gives rise to the continuous linear operator 
2qt): V(t) -+ V(t) 
defined by 
((Wt) x, r>>t = 4; 4 r> vx, Y E w. (1.9) 
Throughout our work the forms a(t; *, .) are assumed to be “coercive,” by 
which we mean that 
there exists a constant 01 > 0 (a being independent of 
t E [T, TJ) such that Vt E [T, T,], Rea(t; x,x) 3 a:)1 XII: (1.10) 
vx E v(t). 
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We will make additional assumptions on LZ(~; ., .) or $X(t) later on, always 
making sure that 
II Wll d MO v’t E IT TII (1.11) 
for some positive constant M,, > 0, (1 !.X(t)lj denoting the operator norm of 
a(t) in v(t). 
Next, we consider two functions 
w: [T, TJ -9 and x: p-9 TIl - i+J? 
having the following properties: 
Each of w and x is n-times differentiable with bounded nth derivative, 
(1.12) 
w(t) 3 0 Vt E [T, T,l, (1.13) 
AZ is differentiable on [T, Tr] with bounded derivative, (1.14) 
x(t) 2 m. Vt E [T, TI1 for some constant m. > 0, (1.15) 
and 
there exist real constants /3, h with 0 < j3 < 1 such that 
(2431432) x(t) + 2hx(t) - w’(t) 2 0 for all t E [T, T,], (1.16) 
where b, is given by (1.2), 01 is given by (l.lO), and W’ is the 
derivative of w. 
To be able to state our first theorem, it remains to mention that gu) is the 
notation for the kth distribution derivative (in 5Y(( T, T,); H)) of a g E 2; 
g(O), g(l), and gc2) are alternative notations for g, g’, and g”, respectively. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Regularity theorem for degenerate evolution equations.) 
Assume (l.lO)-(1.16). Further assume that, n being a positive integer, 
and that 
the family (1.1) is weakly P+l, (1.17) 
the map t H a(t; S(t)-l h, S(t)-l k): [T, TJ + V is n-times 
continuously differentiable for each pair of elements h, k in H. 
(1.18) 
Then, given an f  E 2 with the properties that 
f’“‘EX Vk = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, (1.19) 
and 
f(k)(T) = 0 Vk = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, (1.20) 
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there exists a u E 9“ (see (I .4)) satisfying the regularity conditions, 
&‘) E 2, 
(Su)‘“’ E sj 
Vh == 0, 1) 2 ,..., n, (1.21) 
the initial conditions, 
(Su)‘“’ (T) = 0 Vk = 0, 1) 2 )..., n - 1 (1.22) 
and the following equation in L2( [T, T] ; V) VT E (T, TJ, 
(c&W, h) + (xS!Xu, h) + A(&-lu, h) - (S-y, h) = 0 Vh E H, (1.23) 
where, for example, (xS%u, h) (t) = (x(t) S(t) %(t) u(t), h). Moreover, Eq. 
(1.23) is equivalent to the equation 
j; (w(t) u’(t), v(t)> dt + j-; x(t) 4 4th 49) dt + A 6 (4 u(t), W dt 
= .r : (f (t>, ~(0) dt t’v E S-l(P([T, T]; H)) VT E (T, T,], (1.24) 
which is, in turn, equivalent to Eq. (1.24) with 7 = Tl . 
This completes the statement of the theorem. The proof of the theorem 
will be started in Section 2 and completed in Section 3. Statements (1.19) and 
(1.20) express the regularity of the data utilized to prove the theorem. 
Statements (1.20) and (1.22) make sense because, thanks to (1.19) and (1.21), 
f w and u(“) are almost everywhere equal to continuous functions if 71 > 1 
(cf. PI>* 
In order to compare the preceding theorem with the related results in 
[14], let us introduce, for each t E [r, T,], the unbounded linear operator 
(cf. [2, 91) 
d(t): H-, H 
defined by 
W(t) x, Y) = act; x, Y) 
= VW x, Y)h vy  E V(t), vx E D(d(t)), 
(1.25) 
where the domain D(d(t)) of d(t) consists of all elements x E V(t) for which 
the map 
ywLz(t;x,y): V(t)49 
is continuous when V(t) has the topology induced by H. The condition (1 .lO) 
implies that D(d(t)) is dense in H (cf. [2, 91). It now follows from Theorem 
1.1 that 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let n > 1. Then under ussumptions (l.lO)-(1.20), there 
exists u E V satisfying (1.21), (1.22), and the following d@erentiaE equation 
in H, 
w w(t) at + x(t) -@f(t) u(t) + X4) 44 = f (4 for almost all t E [T, TJ. 
(1.26) 
In [14] Schuss deals with regularity of solutions of the degenerate evolution 
Eq. (1.26) under the assumption that D(d(t)) is independent of t E [T, TJ. 
No assumption we make implies this constancy of domain. Furthermore, 
our restriction on d(t) is described by (1.25) and (1.18) instead of the 
Hclder-type continuity condition or the strong differentiability condition 
directly imposed on d(t) in [14]. Instead of the HSlder-type continuity 
condition imposed on w(t) in [14], we have (1.12) and (1.14). However, 
Schuss in [14] employs the hypothesis, 
R&W) u, 4 Z y I u I2 vu E 44th (1.27) 
where y is a positive constant independent of t E [T, TJ. This hypothesis is 
more general than the coercivity hypothesis (1 .lO) that implies but is not 
implied by (1.27). As a consequence, the solution u whose existence is 
obtained in [14] satisfied the regularity result zP) .EL~([T + p, T,]; H), p > 0, 
instead of the more satisfactory (1.21). In any case, we wish to point out 
the diversity of the methods in [14] and the present paper. We use Lion’s 
projection theorem (see Theorem 3.1 below). 
In Theorem 1.1, let us put X = 0 and w(t) = 1 = x(t) Vt E [T, TJ to 
obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let V(t) = V Vt E [T, T,], V being a HiZbert space with 
inner product (( ., .)). Let (1.10) be true and assume that for every pair of elements 
X, y E V, the map t ~*z(t; x, y): [T, TJ --f V is n-times continuously d;f- 
ferentiable. Given f  EZ with f(“) E# Vk = 0, 1, 2,..., n, and f(")(T) = 0 
Vh = 0, 1, 2 ,...) n - 1, there exists a unique u E L([T, T,]; V) such that 
- j-yT1 (u(t), v’(t)> dt + j-TTk; u(t), v(t)) dt = j” (f(t), v(t)) dt 
Vv EL~([T, T,]; V) satisfying v’ EX and v(T,) = 0. 
Moreover, this solution u satisfies the regularity conditions 
dk) eL2([T, TJ; V) Vk = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, 
and 
U(~)(T) = 0 Vk = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - I. 
409/P/3-17 
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The uniqueness part of this theorem is a consequence of the remark at 
the end of Section 3 and is a standard result anyway. This theorem reminds 
us of almost identical results in [9], where f(“) E L”([T, T,]; V) 
k = 0, I ) 2,.. *, n, or LG(~; ., .) is hermitian. Thus Theorem 1.3 can claim a 
little more generality. Baiocchi’s regularity results in [I] applied to a genuinely 
variable domain situation if there existed a separable Hilbert space K dense 
in H such that, Vt E [T, T,], V(t) is a closed subspace of K. Cooper, in [7], 
gives a regularity theorem in which the solution u satisfies (S-%)’ E ti for 
some fz satisfying 1 < 01 < 2; this, however, does not imply that u’ E X’. 
Although Cooper does not assume coercivity of a(t; ., .) [2, 71, the question 
of obtaining increased regularity in the solution u with increasing regularity 
in the datum f  is not dealt with. A regularity theorem in [2] assumes the 
family (1.1) to be strongly Cr and then expresses the regularity of the solution 
u by the equation 
(S-4) - S-h + S%u = s-f 
in Z’. However, if u’ E X, then this equation is equivalent to 
S-4' + s'uu = S-If in 2, 
which produces the original weak equation being investigated. 
In practice, we find it difficult to verify a condition such as (1.17) so that 
a useful example illustrating the application of Theorem 1.1 is hard to come 
by. We know that if the family (1.1) is weakly C”, then so is the family 
{S(V2 I t E v7 T,l)> (1.28) 
the converse implication being in general false [5]. Indeed, wide classes of 
examples exist in which the weakly C” property of the family (1.28) can be 
verified for particular integers rz, whereas a similar property for the family 
(1.1) either does not hold or has so far remained univerified to our knowledge 
(cf. [5, 6, 12, 131). Consequently, a result similar to our Theorem 1.1 will 
be of interest if in this result the hypothesis (I. 17) is replaced by a similar 
hypothesis on the family (1.28). The p ossibility of obtaining such a result 
remains to be investigated, and it is conceivable that a modification of the 
methods of this paper is all that is needed. However, thanks to a result of 
State [16], we will in Section 4 give a class of examples directly applying 
Theorem 1.1. In this class of examples the family (1.1) is weakly CL for all 
integers n. 
Until now we have talked about linear equations only. Regularity results 
with reference to several types of nonlinear differential equations with 
constant domain are given, inter alia, in [lo]. 
For the sake of ready reference, we collect below a few lemmas (from 
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[2, 5, 6, 121) that are needed to prove the results appearing in the later 
sections of this paper. 
LEMMA 1.1. The measurability or the weak differentiability of the family 
(1.3) implies the same property for the family {r(t)* 1 t E [T, T& of the cor- 
responding adjoint operators. 
LEMMA 1.2. If  the family (1.3) and the function u: [T, TJ -+ H are 
measurable, then the map l%: [T, TJ --f H dejined by (I%) (t) = r(t) u(t) is 
also measurable. 
LEMMA 1.3. If  the family (1.3) is weakZy Co, then 
(i) the famiZy (1.3) is measurable, 
bounJji a;F family (11 r(t)11 \ t E [T, TJ} of operator norms is uniformly 
(iii; r(X) C #. 
LEMMA 1.4. If  the family (1.3) is weakly Cl, then there exists a map 
r’: [I’, TJ ---f 9(H) such that 
h 
, 
k .($ (rh, k)’ (t) = (r’(t) h, k) Vt E [T, TJ for every pair of elements 
(ii)’ the family (11 I”(t)\\ j t E [T, TJ} of operator norms is uniformly 
bounded, by k, say, and 
(iii) r is Lipschitx continuous in norm, and, in particular, 
II r(t) - J-(,)11 e ko I t - 7 I Vt s [T, T,], VT E [T, TJ. 
If  in the preceding lemma r = S-l, then we will denote (S-l)’ by s-l and 
(Sl)’ (t) by s-l(t) for the sake of convenience. Similarly, (,!F)’ is denoted 
by ,Y-2. Thus, one should not confuse s-2 with (L!-1)2 = S-Is-l. Weak 
differentiability conditions placed on the families (1 .I) or (1.28) have already 
proved useful (see e.g., [2, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 161) . m making the variation of V(t) 
with t sufficiently regular for several existence, uniqueness, and regularity 
results to hold. In particular, the presence of b, , given by (1.2), in (1.16) 
indicates how the variation of V(t) may influence the existence and regularity 
of solutions of the degenerate evolution Eqs. (1.24) or (1.26). 
LEMMA 1.5 ([6, 121.) Let r, A: [T, TJ - S?(H) represent two weakly Cl 
families of linear operators in H. Then the following statements are true 
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(i) Vh, k E H, the map (I’Ah, k): [T, TJ --f $5 defined b> 
(I’Ah, k) (t) = (I’(t) A(t) h, k) 
is diferentiable in [T, T,]; 
(ii) there exists a map (r/l)‘: [T, TJ + Y(H) such that Vh, k E H, 
(rAh, k)’ (6,) = ((r4’ (to) k 4 Vto E [T, TJ; 
111) 
then (“’ 
if r’, A’: [T, TJ -+ S(H) are the maps described by Lemma 1.4, 
FA>’ (to) = r’(to) ato) + T(to) flYto) Vto E P”, T,l; (1.29) 
and finally, 
(iv) the map FA: [T, TJ -+ Y(H) deJned by 
VA) (4 = F(t) 4 (1.30) 
is weakly Cl. 
LEMMA 1.6. If r, A: [T, TJ --f Z(H) represent weakly C” famiZies of 
operators in H, then the map I’A: [T, T,] -+ 2’(H) dejined by (1.30) is weakly 
Cn with 
(r/l)(n) (to) = j. (3 P-(to) /P’(t,) Vt, e [T, T,], (1.31) 
where PO) = r and Ato) = A. In particular, ;f the furnib (1.1) is weakly Cl, 
then 
P(t) = S-l(t) W(t) + SF(t) S-l(t) Vt E [T, TJ (1.32) 
LEMMA 1.7. The condition (1 .lO) is equivalent to the condition, 
there e,xists a constant a: > 0 such that Vt E [T, T,], 
(1.33) 
Re((S2LT1) (t) h, h) 3 01 1 h I$ VI1 E H. 
2. BEGINNING OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Henceforth, we will use the notation e: W --f 9 to denote the exponential 
function 
e(t) = emYt, 
where y  is a fixed positive number. We do not need to specify y  now. As 
we proceed with our work, we will find that we merely need to take y  greater 
than a finite number of real constants. 
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We now enlarge the domain, from [T, TJ to the whole of 9, of all our 
maps on [T, TJ. To this end, we define w(t), x(t), v(t), S(t), and “(t; ., .) 
for t $ [T, T1] by keeping them constant for all t < T and for all t > Tl . 
It will not be necessary for us to distinguish symbolically between a map 
defined on 9? and the restriction of this map to a subset of W. 
The proofs of following lemmas are straightforward. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  the map u: [T, co) -+ H satisfies the condition 
u(t) E V(t) = S(t)-l H for almost al2 t E [T, oo), 
then VT., T<T<co, the following statement is true successively for 
K = 0, 1, 2 ,...) n. 
I f  
&su), e+%4)‘,..., c(SU)(~’ EP([T, 00); H), 
then 
su, (Su)‘,..., (SU)(~’ EP([T, T]; H), 
where 
(SUyK) (t) = (l/&(t)) (e@u)(K)) (t), 
and furthermore, ~(Su)(~+l) is deJined as the element 
(e(Szp)’ - d?‘(SU)(K) = (L?(Su)‘~‘) + ye(Su)‘“’ 
of y((T, ~0); H). 
COROLLARY. In the situation K = n of the lemma above, point-values, 
(Su) (t), (A)’ (t),..., (Su)(“-l) (t) are defined for all t E [T, co), with 
u(t) = (S-1Su) (t) = S-l(t) (Su) (t) f  OY almost all t E [T, a). Moreover, if 
{S(t)-l 1 t E [T, TJ} is weakly P--l, then 
zP(t) = 5 (“) (S-l)‘“-“’ (t) (Szp (t) 
s=o s 
is defined Vt E [T, co) Vk = 1, 2, 3 ,..*, 71 - 1. 
DEFINITION. F is the set of all functions U: 5% -+ H satisfying the 
conditions 
(9 44 E w> for almost all t E .?A?, 
(ii) I E J& Vk = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, (2.1) 
(iii) (SU)‘~) (t) = 0 Vt<T, Vk=0,1,2 ,..., n-l. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For all u EF, 
liri l(e(Su)(“)) (~)i; exists and equals zero, 
and Vu E F, 
Vk = 0, 1, 2 )...) n - 1) (2.2) 
s 
m (I, I)’ (t) dt = 0 Vk = 0, I,2 ,..., n - 1. (2.3) 
T  
LEMMA 2.3. For aZZ u EF and fey a21 weakly C1 family {0(t) I t E [T, TJ> 
of linear operators in H, 
li+i((O(@!p))) (T), (e(Su)‘“‘) (T)) = 0, vp, v = 0, 1,2 )..., n - 1 (2.4) 
s m (O+‘U)(~), e(Su)““)’ (t) dt = 0, v/L, 1’ = 0, 1, 2 )...) n - 1, (25) 
T  
where O(t) = 0(T,) Vt 3 Tl . If, furthey, 
@A)(~+~) EP([T, 03); H), 
then (2.4) and (2.5) are true even ;f one of TV and v  equals n. In addition, ;f  0(t) 
is positive and seZf-adjoint Vt E [T, T,], then 
s 
Tm (&(Su)‘“‘, &S’U)(~))~ (t) dt = --I 0(T)“’ (L(~‘zL)(~)) (T)l”H . (2.6) 
LEMMA 2.4. For each u E F and for each y  > 0, 
and Vh = 1,2, 3 ,..., n. 
(2.7) 
LEMMA 2.5. F is a pre-HiZbert space under the inner product ((., .))F 
defined by 
((u, v))~ = j; (I’“‘, I) (t) dt 
(2.8) 
= 
s 
Tm ((I’“‘) (t), (I) (t)) dt 
with the corresponding norm jl jlF given by 
II u IiF = !jTm l(4Su)(‘? (t)lL dt,/1’2, (2.9) 
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which is equivazent to the norm I/ /I.+ given by 
with 
[j 24 II* = 
I 
i 1 e(Su)(“) I>, 1/z 
?G=O i 
(2.10) 
(64 vN* = i. jr K4~4(k)) (t>9 MWk9 (9) dt 
as the corresponding inner product. 
Proof. Use Lemma 2.4. 
(2.11) 
LEMMA 2.6. For all u EF, 
II u II”, = i. i(frn (9 Pm)) I(~fw(“) I&/ , (2.12) 
where /I u jj* is given by (2.10). 
Proof. The first step in the proof is to show that Vk = 0, 1, 2,..., n - 1, 
/ @pfl) [ Lrn = j. (3 ysm [(&!3p-~+l))(~--m) I>m 
vz = 0, 1,2 )...) R + 1, where (2.13) 
With any k, 0 < K < n - 1, (2.13) is clearly true for 2 = 0. Assume that for 
some Y < R, (2.13) is true for all I < V. We will show now that (2.13) is true 
forZ=v+l.Wehave 
,(~(Su)(k-"+lyn) ,Lm = I([@u)(k-u)]f - cySu)(~-"y-m) p&,m 
= ![e(su)(L-y)]("-"+l) lLrn + y 1 [,(&p--r)](-) i&a 
because the remaining terms combine to give 
y  
s 
1 ([~(SU)(-](~-~), [~(SU)(~-~)]+~))’ (t) dt, 
which equals 
(+wz-r e(&)(k-v+r), 
z; (” ; “) (-r)V-“-s &9u)‘-)’ (t) dt, 
which vanishes by virtue of (2.5). 
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Therefore, since (2.13) is assumed to be true for I = v, 
-v 0 “Y 2(v+1) I(@py) l$a 
-go (" 1 ') ?2?71 i(6(~,)(k--Y))bi-l-7d Jsm, 
which shows that (2.13) is true with E = v + 1. Thus (2.13) is true VI, 
OfZ<k+l. 
It remains to recall from (2.10) that 
which by (2.13) equals 
= i ( f (i) p-q ~(8su)‘“z’ I&- 
m=o k=m 
by a standard reordering of the summation over the points (m, k) in the 
mk-plane. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. F is a Hilbert space under the inner product dejined by 
(2.8) or (2.11). 
Proof. This proposition is proved by showing that F is complete under 
the norm // II.+ given by (2.12). The method of proof is standard, See the 
references already cited. 
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DEFINITION. Define 
@ = {u EF 1 e(Su)(“‘l) E %.,>a (2.14) 
LEMMA 2.7. Endowed with the inner product structure, 
0 is a pre-Hilbert space, and the inclusion injection from @ into F is continuous. 
Proof. Obvious. 
To reduce writing we will in the remainder of this section and in the next 
section often use the notations 
x t- ws-1s1, Y = ws-2, z = $39Is-1, (2.16) 
where %, W, x are given in (1.9) and (1.12)-(1.16). 
LEMMA 2.8. Under the hypotheses of Theorem I , 1, the operator norms in H, 
{II XckWll I t E 91, {II J’(“)(U I t E 91, (II S-Yt)ll I t E % and {II ZV)ll I t EB} 
are uniformly bounded, i.e., there exist positive constants cli , 6, , Mk and CL,, such 
that Vt E 9, 
6) II X(kYt)ll < ck Vk = 0, 1, 2 )..., 71, 
(ii) jj Yckc,(t)ll < Sk Vk = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n + 1, 
(4 II WV < p. , 
(3 II zW)ll < Mb Vk = 0, 1) 2 ,...) n. 
Furthermore, {Y(t) I t E a} is a weakly-Cn+l family of positive, self-adjoint, 
linear operators in H, and if 
Y112: W --+ L?(H) 
is defined by Yll”(t) = W(t)lj2 S(t)-I, then 
and 
Y’(t) = Y’qt) (YlIP)’ (t) + (Y”“)’ (t) Y”“(t) Vt Es (2.17) 
Y’/“(t) is also self-adjoint. (2.18) 
Proof. Parts (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from ‘(1.12), (1.17), (1.31), and 
Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. Since a(t; S(t)-l h, S(t)-l k) = ((S%S-l) (t) h, k), 
the hypothesis (1.18) says that the family {(S%F1) (t) I t E [T, TJ) is weakly 
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C”, so that part (iv) of this lemma also follows the same way. Let us note that 
w(.>, XC.), SC.), V.), a(.> are constants on (-- co, T] and on [Tr , GO). 
Finally Y is positive, self-adjoint because w is nonnegative and S-’ is 
positive and self-adjoint. Results (2.17) and (2.18) now follow easily; 
see (1.29) and (1.31). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.9. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, the map 
E:F x @+‘tl 
dejned by 
where 
E(u, 4) = i 4@4 $4, 
i=l 
and 
91(u, 4) = - jm ((wS-W)(~-~) (t), ((2(Sc$)‘“‘) (t)) dt, 
T  
Y2(u, $) = X jm d2(t) ((wS-~U)(~) (t), (SC+)‘“’ (t)) dt, 
T  
J@, 4) = jm J2(t) (xS(Llu)(“’ (t), (W)‘“’ (4) df, 
T  
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
is well dejined and continuous in the Jirst variable. 
Proof. Since 
ws-4’ = ws-ys-1Su) = ws-Y-l(Su) f  wsysu)‘, 
we have, 
(,~-lzc’)(“-l) = $1 (” I, ‘) [p-l-7,3(&4’“, + ytn-l-k)(~u)‘k+l’] 
= X(*-l’(&) + 7 [(” ; ‘) p-l-k’(&)““’ 
k=l 
+ (;I 1 ;, X’“-“‘(Sup] + Y(Szp), 
the C-term nonexisting if n = 1. Further, since 
(P?(St#+“‘)’ = -2@(S$)‘n’ + .ysp+l), 
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we have 
where 
7)(t) = ([X’fl-l’E(SU)] (t), [--2p?(ls~)(“~ + L@+)(~+lq (t)) 
+ F; ([(” ; ‘) x(+--L) + (“k I:, yrn-n-)I (t) (@p) (t), 
[ -2p(S#“) + e(s$)(n+l)l (t) j 
+ ([Yk$!?c/yq (t), [--2y4+9(“’ +- .c+>‘“+“l (97 (2.23) 
the C-term vanishing if n = 1. Thus, by definitions of F and @, and by 
Lemma 2.8, $r(u, 9) = - s; 7(t) dt is well defined. That 91(~, 4) is con- 
tinuous in u follows from (2.10), (2.23), and Lemma 2.8 again. 
In a similar manner, writing 
and 
($mu)‘“’ = (ZSlp’ = 2 (1) z’ysu)‘“‘, 
L=O 
one sees that J?~(u, 4) and 9s(u, 4) are well defined and continuous in u. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.10. Under the lzypotheses of Theorem 1 .l, 
Re 9S(+, 4) >, $- Jrn x(t) i(kF’(S$)‘“‘) (t)lt dt + a(’ -2p) m” 1;; 4 [Iii 
T 
v+ E CD (2.24) 
fey y  suJ&ientZy large, where the constants 01, j3, b,, , m, are given in (1.10), 
(1.16), (1.2), and (1.15), respectively. 
Proof. Clearly, 
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where Vk = 0, I, 2 ,..., B, 
R,== ; 
OI 
= (Z-)(t) (~(Szp) (t), (8(Slp) (t)) dt, 
r 
and, in particular, 
R, = 
i 
: (s9Ls-1,1/2(e(S~)‘“‘), x%(S+)‘“‘) (t) dt. 
Therefore, by (1.33), 
> 4 s : x(t) I s(t) (LS-~(S&)) (t)l?z dt + 4 - B) molll4 Iii% 
4 m a-- 
s bo2 T x(t) IW-‘W)‘“‘) (t)ik dt i 41 - 8) mo III C III: . 
For k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 71 - 1, 
by (2.7) and Lemma 2.8. Choosing y  large enough so that 
the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let E be defined by (2.19)-(2.22). Then, under the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1.1, 
Re E(A 4) 2 V$E@ (2.25) 
for a sujiciently large y  independent of 4. 
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Proof. Letting 
we have 
v = SC+, where 4 E@, (2.26) 
c$ = s--121, 
(2.27) 
and 
Keeping (2.19) in view we embark upon the following series of calculations. 
Just as we got (2.23), we obtain 
-%(h d) = 29’ + Qy (2.29) 
P = 1; (X(n-%, m(n)) (t) dt 
+~JTkl) X(*--l--k) + (1 I:, Yq m(k), ..q (t) dt 
+ Jr (Y&w(n), &w(n)) (t) dt, (2.30) 
the C-term vanishing if 1z = 1, and 
n-1 
Q=Q,+.F-QnfQn (the C-term vanishing if n = l), (2.31) 
where 
Q,, = - j-; (X(‘+-l)ew, txP+l)) (t) dt, 
Qe = -Jr ([(“; ‘) X(n-1-k) + (; 1 ;) y(-,] &$k), &-f-l,) (t) &, 
for all k = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, and 
Q,, = - j-r (Y&J, ev(“+l)) (t) dt. 
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2 Re Qfi = - lTrn [L?( YzW, v(~))]’ (t) dt 
+ j; [(-‘Jr) e2(y2’h), .+I) + ,2(y’&?), z’h))] (t) & 
because Y is self-adjoint. Using (2.6) we now obtain 
2 Re Qn = 1 CTY”“(T) vCn’(T)IL 
--2Y jTrn IW 1’zu(n)) (t$, dt + s m (eY;i’“‘, edn)) (t) dt, T  
which shows in particular that 
s 
m (eY’v(?‘), ev(“)) (t) dt is real. 
T  
Next, we rewrite Q, as 
Q. = - jTm [e2(X(n-1)q d”))]’ (t) dt 
+ jTrn [(--2y) 2(X(+%, ZP)) + 2(X%, 7P)) 
+- 2(X(“-l)u’, zq] (t) at 
so that by (2.4) and because v( 5”) = 0, 
2 Re Q, = - 4y Re 
s 
Tm (X(+-~)LG, m(n)) (t) dt 
+2RejTm(X (n)e~, d)) (t) dt 
+ 2 Re jTm (X(+-l)m’, A@)) (t) dt. 
Next, Vk = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
Qk = - jTa ([(" ; ') X(+-k) + (; 1 :, J-l] eu(W, @)' (t) & 
+ jTrn [(-2y) 2 ([(” ; ‘) X-1-k) + (; r :, y-1 v(k), .q 
+ &2 ([(" ; 1) pL--k) + (; I ;, yh--k+q vm), @) 
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so that 
2 Re& 
=- 4y Re 1: ([(” i ‘) X(n-1-k) + (i I :) Y(n-h)] cv(k), n1(n)) (t) dt 
+ 2 Re 1: ([r i ‘) X(n-k) + (i 1 :) Y(+k+l)] ,&w, &n)) (t) dt 
+ 2 Re Jr ([ (” k ‘) X(+-k) + (i 1 :) Y(n-k)] &~+l), ev(ni) (t) dt. 
(2.35) 
Putting (2.32), (2.34), and (2.35) together, we get from (2.31), 
2ReQ 
> - 4y Re 
f 
r (X(%W, evCn)) (t) dt - 2y J: I(eY1”vcn’) (t)$ dt 
-4yRek1!2([(nk1) 
k=l T 
X(-k-l) + (;4 1 :, yC”-“.I] &d, 8v(n)) (t) dt 
+ 2 Re 5’ jrn ((” i ‘) X(n-k)~(k), N(@) (t) dt 
L=O T 
+ 2 Re :I /: ((” i ‘) X(n-l--L)eu(fi+l), tic(n)) (t) dt 
+ 2 Re y  Jrn ((i 1 i) Y(+k)&+l), &v(n)) (t) dt 
TS=I = 
+ j-;( Y’L~“), ~4~)) (t) dt, 
in which the two CEI: terms disappear if n = 1. This, together with (2.29) 
and (2.30), yields 
2RexI(+,+)=4rReP+2ReQ 
(2.36) 
> 2y s m !(Y1’2~+)(t)li dt + Jo + J1 + I2 + J2, T  
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where 
+ 2 Re 5’ jm ((” k ‘) X(fl-l-k)ev(k+l), ED(ld)) (t) & 
k=O T  
$ 2 Re 5’ jm ((1 1 i) Y(n--k)&lc+l), CZJ(~)) (t) dt, 
IC=I T 
(2.37) 
and 
J1 = 2 Re jTm (X~V(~), LSP) (t) dt, 
J2 = 2(n - 1) Re jTm (Y’s~l(~), A”)) (t) dt 
Jz = IT* ( Ybdn), ~9)) (t) dt. 
Note that some of the C-terms in Jo do not appear if n = 1 or 2. We now 
manipulate J1 , Jz , and Js further. Recall (2.16) and (1.29) to obtain 
J1 = jTm (Ybu’“‘, ezi cn)) (t) dt - jTm w’(t) &S%vcn’) (t)i; dt, 
which incidentally yields (2.33) again. Thus, 
J1 + Jz + J3 = 2n jTm (Y’evcn), men’) (t) dt - jTm w’(t) ](S-lL~(n)) (t)$ dt. 
The inequality (2.36) now yields, V$ E CD, 
where 
2 Re 4($, 4) 2 2y jTm I(Y1’%vCn)) (t)li dt 
+ 2n jTm (Y’.bn) ,A+)) (t) dt + J4 , 
J4 = Jo - jTm w’(t) &S-bu’“‘) (t$, dt. 
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We now use (2.17) to write 
2 Re &(+, +) > 2y 1: (Y1/2~(n), Y112~~(n)) (t) dt 
+ 2n Srn [(Y1phn), (Y1jzJ’ a+) 
T 
+ ((Y”‘“)’ ed”), Y1/2ev(n))] (t) dt + J4 , 
= 2 J; pyv& + + (Y’P) ev(n), 
y1/2Y’/2ev(n) + G2 (Y”“)’ &)) (t) dt 
Y 
2n2 m -- y s, W”“)’ even)) @>li dt + J4 
(2.38) 
where 
2 J5 - jr w’(t) &S-‘a+“‘) (t)l; dt, (2.39) 
J5 = J,, - F j-; ~((Y”‘)‘~v(~‘) (t)$, dt. (2.40) 
Our aim is to prove (2.25). We have just calculated Re #$, 4). Re $Zs(+, 4) 
satisfies the inequality (2.24). It remains to calculate Re JJ~($, 4). From (2.21) 
and (2.26) we obtain 
where 
2 Re $2(~, 4) = J6 + 2h Jr w(t) I&i-‘v’“‘) (t)lf, dt, 
JG = 2X 5’ (3 Re 1: (Y(n-k)~~(k), HP)) (t) dt. 
k=O 
(2.41) 
We can now calculate 2Re((4(4, $) + j2($, $)) in two ways. Using (2.39) we 
get 
2 W4(4,4) + 4(4,4>> >, J5 + Jo + J: (2Aw - 4 (t) l(~S”v’“‘) (t)li dt, 
whereas by using (2.38) we get 
(2.42) 
2 RWX6 4) + 4k4 $1) 
3 (2~ + 2A) j-T I(eY1’2v(n)) (t$, dt + 2n 1; [(Y”‘cv(“), 
(ylY2)1 &L) ) + (e(Y1’2)’ ?P , @2~‘n))l (t) dt + J4 + Js 
= 2 j-; 1 ((y + h)“2eY1’2dn) + (y +nAjlje .(Y”‘)’ 71’~‘) (t) I:, dt 
409/52/3-18 
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L(Yli2)’ dn) ;; (t) dt 
T lo + J, - j; wf(t) :(d-ld~)) ct),; dt 
> j7 - j; w’(t) ~(S1dn)) (t)l; dt, (2.43) 
where 
j, = lo + lo - $+ j; l(e(Y”“)’ dn)) (t)i& dt. (2.44) 
Inequalities (2.24) and (2.42) now give 
2 R44:(4,54 + GA $1 + Jw, d)) 
i (t) l(eS-‘d”)) (t)l; dt 
+ 41 - 6) ~olilCl~l~ -t .I5 + JGI 
whereas inequalities (2.24) and (2.43) yield 
2 wG#~ (6) + GA 4) + &f% 4)) 
3 I ! 
m 29 
T 4: x - w’ 1 (t) j(e.S-‘(S$)‘“‘)(t)i; dt + a(1 - p) m,jj; $jijs + J, . 
By (2.19) and (1.13), we get 
2 Re %b 44 2 41 - P> m. III 4 116 t J, (2.45) 
where J is either JS + Js or jT . We will now form an estimate of / with the 
help of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.8. An inspection of (2.37), (2.40), (2.41), and (2.44) 
shows that J is a sum of a finite number of integrals, the absolute value of 
each one of which is less than an expression of the form 
K m 
_ j 
7’ T 
lMW)(n’) WI& dt 
for some constant K and some integer p > 0. Thus it is possible to choose a 
positive y  large enough so as to make 
I J I -=z 4-P13)mo w 2 jT l(@4>‘“‘) @)I; dt. (2.46) 
This, together with (2.45), produces (2.25). Q.E.D. 
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3. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is in some sense a generalization of Lion’s proof 
in [9] of results similar to our Theorem 1.3. We will apply Lions’s projection 
theorem in order to prove our Theorem 1.1, and therefore we state the 
projection theorem here. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be a (complex) Hilbert space and @ a pre-Hilbert space 
that is a subspace of F with continuous inclusion injection. Let E: F x @ ---f G? 
be a sesquilinear form continuous in the jirst variable, and let E satisfy the 
coercivity condition, 
for some positive constant 01,, independent of $ E @. Then, for any continuous 
antilinear form L: @ -+ %, there exists a uL E F such that 
-0~ 9 4) = WJ) V$E@. 
For a proof of this theorem we refer the reader to [2, 91. A generalized 
version of this theorem occurs in [13].l 
Recalling that f  has properties given by (1.19) and (1.20), we will let 
j:S+H be defined by 
i 
f(t) Vt E P”, T,l, 
f(t) = f  PI> Vt > Tl, 
0 Vt < T. 
The restriction off to [T, co) is also denoted by j since no confusion arises. 
By (1.17), (1.19), and (2.15), one can define a continuous, antilinear map 
L:@+Gfby 
L(+) = 1; (&-1J)(%), e(S#“)) (t) dt. 
With F, @, and E defined by (2.1), (2.14), and (2.19), we see that all the 
1 If // 4 11~ < c 111 Q 1110 V+ E @ and if 111 . ljl’ is the norm on the antidual @’ of @, then 
we can use the result / uL IF Q (a&) IIlL 111’ (g iven in [9]) to obtain an estimate on 
sp 1 (Su)‘“’ /HZ&, where u is the solution of Eq. (3.1), provided a lower bound of y 
has been explicitly indicated so as to maintain the inequality (2.46) and the inequality 
immediately before Lemma 2.11. We need to keep in view the relations, 
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hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are now satisfied. Hence, there exists u EF 
such that 
-W4) = W) ‘s’4f@, 
which when written out in full yields 
- lrm ((ws--1u’)(-, (&q)‘“‘)‘) (t) dt + X I: (e(~S-~u)(~~), ~($6)‘“‘) (t) dt 
+ ITrn (e(XSIUu)‘n’, e(S+)(“)) (t) dt = lTrn (@lf)(n), c(S+)‘“‘) (t) dt, 
b$EE. (3.1) 
Introduce the function H,: 9%’ + W defined by H,(t) = (t - T)“-‘/(n - I)! 
for t 3 T and zero elsewhere (O! = 1). Let 5 EB(S; Q?). What follows in the 
remainder of this section is true V[ ~9(9; U). Let 5 have support in [a, b], 
which will depend on 5. Define OC: W --t %? by 
w @c(t) = 10 
Vt 2 0, 
Vt < 0. 
We shall henceforth omit the subscript 5 in 0, for convenience in writing. 
Define 0, by convolution, 
s min(b,f-T) O,=O+H,= max(a.0) O(s) H,(t - s) ds, 
the integral being zero if max(a, 0) > min(b, t - T); clearly 
B,(t) = O,(b + T) Vt > b + T. (3.2) 
Let h E H be arbitrary. Define q&: 9 + H by 
h.t(t) = @n(t) W-1 h. (3.3) 
4 will henceforth be denoted by 4 for convenience in writing. It can now be 
d%tced that 4 E @ where @ is given by (2.1) and (2.14). 
We will use this 4 in (3.1). We note that 
(S+)‘“‘(t) = 6@(t) h 
=@(t-T)h= l;+T)h ;f-; 
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Let Vt E W, q(t) = [(t - T) so that 7 E B(%‘; V). Let +j denote the complex 
conjugate of 7. Then, (3.1) yields 
- 
s 
m ((c&W)(“-l), h) (t) (27)’ (t) dt 
l- 
+ X j-r ((~Fu)(~), h) (t) (e%j) (t) dt 
+ J; ((xS2w (n), h) (t) (Aj) (t) dt 
(3.4) 
= 
s 
; ((Ff)‘“‘, fi) (t) (&j) (t) dt. 
If .$: 92 -+ V is a locally integrable function, then we may consider 
5‘ E B’(9?; U) and will use the notation 
Since u(t) = 0 =f(t) Vt < T and since 2~ ~9(9; U), we may extend each 
integral in (3.4) over (--to, CO) and express the result as 
- (((oJs-lu’)(“-l), h), (27))‘) 
+ (X((c&lU)(~), h) + ((pmz4)(“), h) - ((As-yp, h), e2+ = 0 
with obvious notations, each of the functions considered here being locally 
integrable. Using distribution arguments, we therefore have 
((CL&W, h)(n) + X(wS-lu, h)(“) + (~S~uu, hp) - (S-‘J hp, e*+ = 0 
for every 7 E B(W; %). Note that if YE .9(W; 9?), then we will have 27 = # 
by letting c(t) = e2y(t+TP(t + T). Hence, we have in 9’(92; %), 
(d-W, h)‘“’ + h(wS-4, h)‘“’ + (xS5&, h)‘“’ - (S-lj h)‘“’ = 0. 
Now let Y,(t) = H,(t + T), w h ere f&(t) was defined above. Since all the 
distributions concerned have supports bounded below, the following con- 
volution operation is justified [15] 
[(wS-lu’, Ii)‘“’ + X(wS-4, h)‘“’ + ($mzu, h)‘“’ - (S-lJ, h)‘“‘]* Y, = 0. 
Since YF’ = 6, ~9’(9?; g), we obtain 
(as-w, h) + A(wSL, h) + (XS‘XU, h) - (S-l-J h) = 0 (3.5) 
in CV(98; V) and therefore in B’((T, T); U), where T < T < 00. 
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Since these distributions are all represented by locally integrable L2- 
functions, (1.23) is finally proved. Since (5%) E 2, we have u E S-r(Z) = V. 
Since (SU)~) E 2, (1.21) is satisfied by virtue of 
u(k) = (p1&)“74 = j. (i) (S-y-m) (sup) 
and the hypothesis (1.17). 
The equivalence of (1.23) to (1.24) follows because 9(( T, T); %?) is dense 
in L2([T, T]; U), and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark. If, in [Z’, T,], w(t) 2 m > 0 for some constant m, then the 
uniqueness of the solution u whose existence we have just proved follows 
from the results of [5, Section 41. In the general case, partial uniqueness can 
be proved more directly as follows. 
Let f(t) = 0 Vt. For the particular case when v(t) = u(t) Vt, (1.24) yields, 
VT E (T, T,I, 
j-7 w(t) (u’(t), u(t)) dt + h jT w(t) I +>I; dt + j-; x(t) a(t; u(t), u(t)) dt = 0. 
T  T  
Adding this equality to its complex conjugate we get, because of (1.10) and 
(1.15), 
j- w(t) (% u)’ (t) dt + 2X j- 4) I @)I& dt + 201 j- x(t) 1 s(t) u(t)& dt < o. 
T  T  T  
This, in view of (1.2), yields 
j-; [w(% u)]’ (t) dt - J‘,i w’(t) I @>I; dt + 1; (2hw + 3) (t) 1 u(t)& dt < o. 
Since U(T) = 0 and because 0 < p < 1, using (1.16) we get from above 
and so U(T) = 0 whenever W(T) # 0. 
Now suppose again that, in [T, T,], w(t) > m > 0. If  w, x, f are infinitely 
differentiable and if (1.12), (1.17)-(1.20) are true for all positive integers n, 
then for each n, u, exists satisfying (1.21)-( 1.24) with u = II, . By uniqueness, 
un is the same for all n, so that in this case we get an infinitely differentiable 
solution u of (1.24) satisfying zP, (Su)tn) E 9, and zP( 2’) = 0 = (5’u)tn) (T) 
for all positive integers n. 
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4. SOME SPECIALIZATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
Let us take the special case when H = L2(sZ; V), Sz being an open subset 
of Wa. Let Hm denote the usual Sobolev space [2,9, 111 for a positive integer 
m. Suppose that, for almost all t E [T, T,], 
a(t; ., .) is hermitian, (4.1) 
so that d(t), defined by (1.25), is invertible due to coercivity (1.10). Then 
we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume (4.1); assume that each d(t)-l can be extended 
continuously to an element of L?(H), denoted again by d(t)-l, such that the 
family {d(t)-’ 1 t E [T, TJ} C Y(H) is uniformly bounded; and assume that 
Vg E H, d(t)-lg E Hm Vt E [T, TJ, Then the solution u of (1.26) belongs to 
L2(P”, TJ; H”). 
Proof. This follows if we write Eq. (1.26) as 
‘d(t)u(t) = &f(t) - 3 u(t) -- 44 __ u’(t) 
x(t) 
so that 
44 = $) -91(t)-l f  (t) - +$y s(t)-l u(t) - g &Y(t)-1 u’(t). (4.2) 
This is permissible because X(t) > m,, > 0 and (l/x(t)) is continuous on 
[T, TJ. Since f  (t), u(t), u’(t) E H, the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. In the situation of the preceding proposition, suppose that 
UlxW) and (4)/x(t)) are k-times continuously differentiable on [T, T,], and 
suppose further that, Vg E H, the map 
t t+ d(t)-lg: [T, TJ + H” (4.3) 
is k-times continuously differentiable on [T, TJ. Then, Vk < n - 1, the solution 
u of (1.26) regarded as a map u: [T, Tl] -+ H” is k-times continuously dif- 
ferentiabb, and u(j) EL~([T, T,]; Hn”) ‘v” < k. 
Proof. We can follow the methods of Lemmas 1.1-1.6 to conclude that 
derivatives of d(t)-l make sense and use the principle of uniform bound- 
edness to deduce that the operator-norms of the family {d(t)-’ 1 t E [T, TJ} 
with their derivatives are uniformly bounded. Conditions (1.19) and (1.21) 
now allow us to differentiate (4.2) an appropriate number of times to obtain 
the corollary. Q.E.D. 
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To furnish a class of examples for which (1.17) is true, let H m= HO : 
L2(W; %). For all t 3 0, we can define the Sobolev space [9, 111 
where 
ii([) = (27r)-li2 /a u(x) e--i2f dx 
-cc 
is the Fourier transform of U. Ht is known to be a Hilbert space under the 
inner product ((*, *))t given by 
Ku, 4)t = j-1 (1 + I 5 I”)” 43 W) d.5, (4.4) 
- 
i(t) being the complex conjugate of G(t). Since Ht is dense in H with con- 
tinuous inclusion injection [ll], there exists the Carroll standard operator 
a(t): H + H with domain D($(t)) = Ht. State has shown in [16] that Vf E H, 
the Fourier transform of a(t)-“f satisfies the equation 
(_s(t)-2f )^  (5) = (1 + I 5 lW(5). (4.5) 
This yields 
(-s(t)-2f,f) = jr (S(t)-‘f) ($f (4 dx 
-co 
= jm (-s(t)-“f )^  (0% d6, 
--m 
s 
m = 
--m (1 + l, 5 I”)” 1 m2 do 
so that 
j 8(t)-If I?I < jm I f^(S)l” d5 = if 1; ‘?fEH, 
-co 
showing that the family {s(t)-l 1 t > 0} is uniformly bounded in operator 
norm by 1. It is shown in [16] that 
S(t)-’ = &+/2)-Z vt > 0. (4.6) 
The following theorem, proved in [16], is needed at this stage. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let t ti k(t) be any Cn mapping (n being a positiwe integer) 
of a compact subset u of the real line into t > 0. Then the family 
is weakly C”. 
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This theorem permits us to put forward a number of suitable examples 
for the family {V(t) 1 t E [T, Ti]} with H = L2(S?; %), for all of which (1.17) 
holds for some n. For example, if T > 0, then we can let the map k of Theo- 
rem 4.1 be the identity map. In this case V(t) = Ht Vt E [T, T,], with 
S(t) = a(t), so that (1.17) h o s Id f or all n. As another example, let T = 0, 
and take k(t) = (2T, - t)/(2T,) Vt E [0, TJ. Then we let V(t) = Hktt) 
Vt E [0, T,] so that S(t) = _S((2T, - t)/(2T,)). By Theorem 4.1, again (1.17) 
is true for all positive integers n, giving us the existence of a unique, infinitely 
differentiable solution of (1.26) in the nondegenerate situation. 
A family of “(t; *, .) satisfying (l.lO), (1.18) is obviously obtained if we 
choose m(t; u, V) = ((II, ZJ))~ e(t) V u, z, E V(t), where e(t) is n-times continu- 
ously differentiable with e(t) > 01 Vt. Then, Vh, k E H, 
a(t; S(t)-l h, S(t)-l k) = (k, k) e(t), 
which is n-times continuously differentiable in t. 
We now proceed to provide a more elaborate example. Again, let 
H = Ls(SS?; U), n = 4m for some positive integer m, and V(t) = H”ct) 
Vt E [T, TJ. Let k(t), K,(t), and K,(t) be n-times continuously differentiable 
real-valued functions on [T, Tl] satisfying the inequalities, k(t) > 1 and 
0 < A e K,(t) < B vi= 1,2 (4.7) 
for some constants A and B. Let f satisfy (1.19) and (1.20). Recall 
s%? =P([T, T,]; H). Then we claim that Theorem 1.1 gives the existence of 
a solution u E S-l(S) satisfying (1.21) (1.22) and the weak equation, 
Tl 
I [S 
co &4(x, t)- 
___ w(x, t) dx 
T  e-co at 1 dt 
+ jTT1 W)[j-l 52k(t)fJ(5, t) s(5,t) d ] dt
+ jTT1 K(t) [j-l 4x, t> +x, t> dx] dt 
= j” [ jl f (x, t> v(x,t> dx] dt VW E S-l(X), 
(4.8) 
where bars denote complex conjugation, and we have utilized the notation 
zi(& t) = (2~r)-l/~ jm u(x, t) cirE d.f. 
-co 
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Here, we have taken the functions w(t) and x(t) of Theorem 1.1 to be unity 
for the sake of convenience only.2 If K(t) < 2m and if 2k(t) never equals an 
integer, then the weak equation (4.8) corresponds to the strong integro- 
differential equation, 
= f, 
in which 
r(n - 2/~(t)) = l+% xn-2k(t)-le-” dx, 
and the operation * signifies convolution of tempered distributions (cf. [S]). 
Here, VU, 2, E V(t), 
and calculations show that 
and 
I& u, 4 < B II u Ila, II v I/l;(t) (see (4.4), (4.7)) 
Re a(t; u, U) 2 [(2~l)/(2~“~‘““‘)] // u lj,& 
Possible choices of K,(t) and K,(t) are 
vu E V(t). 
K,(t) := VQ ~ cos T(4m 2 2k(t)) F(4m - 2k(t)), 
(Try/2 K,(t) = 1, 
which are differentiable in t required number of times. To complete the 
example, it remains to verify (1.18). So, let h, K E H. By (4.5), (4.6), and (4.9), 
a(t; S(t)-1 h, &s(t)-1 k) 
= K,(t) s= f2k(t)(l + f )- 2 wt) &) k5 d[ + K,(t) (S(t)-l h, S(t)-l k). 
-02 
(4.10) 
By our hypothesis, the second term in the right member of Eq. (4.10) is 
n-times continuously differentiable in t. We assert that the same statement 
2 We could have taken, for example, w(t) = (t - T)2, x(t) = 1 and adjusted 
K,(t) accordingly. 
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is true for the first term of the right member of the equality (4.10). Indeed, 
for every nonnegative integer p, the integral 
where Z(t) is a finite product of k(t) or its derivatives of order :gn, converges 
uniformly in t E [T, T,], because 
(&)k’t)/ln&/P~(&) jln&/’ VtE[T,TJ, 
and 
--+O as t-+0 and as E- Ita, 
sum (i&J - I &T)l I &3l df converges. 
This completes the example. In this example the function k(t) could have been 
taken to be the identity function so as to simplify the calculations slightly. The 
possibility of working with some value of n other than 4m is not denied as 
long as K,(t) and K,(t) can be properly chosen. Some examples of k(t) are 
obtained as follows. Let v  be a positive integer and let v  < 01 < /I < v  + 4. 
Then y  = k(t) may b e any @-curve defined on [T, T,], whose graph lies in 
the rectangle with vertices (T, 01), (T, /3), ( Tl , a), and ( Tl , fi) in the rectan- 
gular ty-plane. These restrictions do not seem so severe if we recall that no 
specific unit of measurement has been introduced. Two examples of linear 
k(t) are 
k(t) = pet - T, + 4T, - t) 
Tl - T 
and k(Q =fi(T, - t) + a(t - T) 
T,--T ’ 
An example of a nonlinear k(t) is 
k(t) = 01 + (P - 4 ((t - T)/(T, - TN3. 
For m we may take any integer >(v/2) + a. 
Let us briefly mention an example describing a phenomenon of variable 
differential equations (we can conceive of such a phenomenon in the physical 
world when the function describing the state of a physical process satisfies 
different differential equations at different times, although at this stage we are 
not concerned whether the example we give actually corresponds to one 
such physical process). Suppose k(t) is an (n + 1)-times continuously 
differentiable nonnegative real-valued function on [T, Tl] with k(T) = 2~2, 
k( TJ = 2~, m, and p being positive integers and n > 1. With H = Q(W; %Z), 
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it is now clear how to show the existence of a u E H satisfying (1.21), (1.22) 
and the weak differential equation, 
jTT1 (uf(t), +)) dt + jTT1 acti u(t), +)) dt 
=.i :’ (f(t), W) dt 
vu E s-ysq, 
in which 
V(t) = H”(t) vt E [T, Tl] 
and a(t; *, -): V(t) x V(t) ---f %? is defined by 
Here, of course f satisfies (1.19), (1.20). Th is corresponds to the situation in 
which the differential equation (in H) to be satisfied at t = T is 
and the differential equation (in N) to be satisfied at t = Tl is 
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